How is Medical School Information Services performing?

Medical School Information Services (MSIS) want to know what you think of the work they do for you, and you can tell them by completing this anonymous survey before March 31st.

Only the first question is required, so if that’s all you fill out, it’ll take just a few seconds. You may see a set of optional questions after that, and completing those takes about five minutes should you choose to.

The results will help MSIS drive their own improvement efforts, and they’ll see how well they’re doing by reissuing this survey from time to time.

Please take a moment to make yourself heard and, if you have any questions, just send a note to msis-pim-questions@umich.edu.

Facilities

- Winter Weather at NCRC
- Buildings 10 & 14: Corridors Open
- Building 520: Network Outage

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 2/4 - CBSSM Seminar: Yael Shinar, MDiv
- 2/9 - IHPI Seminar Series: Numbers, numbers, numbers: It’s not just what you present, but how you present them
- 2/13 - MLibrary@NCRC: Overview of the NIH Biosketch Workshop

NCRC Events

NCRC Feedback
Questions or comments? Please email: ncrcfeedback@umich.edu

NCRC Quick Links
Maps
Notifications & Updates
Announcements

- Joong Hwan Bahng, BME PhD Student and member of the Biointerfaces Institutes research group, constructs a "hedgehog particle" for safer paints with fewer VOC emissions at the NCRC
- Siu On Tung, a PhD student in Macromolecular Science & Engineering, is a member of Prof. Nick Kotov's Biointerfaces Institutes research group, pours a base to construct a kevlar battery membrane at the NCRC
- Flavors is expanding selections of your favorite snack items to also include light grocery and unique home meal options. Our line of specialty foods will be growing over the next few weeks. Stop by and save yourself a trip to the store on the way home.
- MLLibrary@NCRC: Upcoming Workshop on Mendeley Reference Management Tool
- Mandatory AirWatch enrollment for mobile devices to connect to UMHS Outlook Exchange
  - Simplified one-page instructions to enroll an iOS device
  - Simplified one-page instructions to enroll an Android device
- Tech Tip: Do not open email attachments you aren't expecting or that come from people you don't know. In observation of Data Privacy Month, January 28-February 28, ITS has published these handy tips for protecting yourself and your data. If you have questions or need assistance, contact MSIS at 763-7770, via email mishelp@umich.edu, or stop by Help Me Now@NCRC in Building 18, room G018.
- 2014 NCRC Annual Report Website

Reminders

- NCRC Exhibitions: impossible object - Endi Poskovic: Recent Print Works
- Nominate your mentor for the MICH Distinguished Mentor Award
- The UM Coulter Translational Research Partnership Program call for proposals. The deadline for proposal submission is March 2, 2015.
- Building 28 lobby is now open! Lobby phone number is: (734) 647-9964
- Sign up for an NCRC Wellness Center Membership!
- OSEH Prescription Safety Glasses FAQ’s
- Click here for more Safe Winter Walking Tips
- Notary Service offered at NCRC!
- Chair massage appointments open for Monday, February 2nd at 12:10PM for 30 minutes and 12:45PM for 15 minutes. Schedule your chair massage at 734-232-5029.